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Abstract
Successful automatic understanding of video content is essential for many computer vision-based applications. These ap-
plications generally focus on recognizing human interactions, which are typically understood as events that involve people
performing actions with objects or other people. The main challenges are threefold. First, it is difficult to handle the enor-
mous variety of interactions present in different instances of a complex event. The second challenge involves rejecting clutter
of extraneous objects (detected in scenes) so that only the participating ones are included in the interpretation. The third
challenge stems from low-level processing errors in segmentation, tracking, and classification of objects and actions. How we
do leverage the success of these methods into building a detailed semantic description of a complex event?
There are many possible approaches; however, there is one approach that we have found to be particularly exciting. It
is a combinatorial approach based on Grenander’s pattern theory – the classic version. In pattern theory, the basic units of
representations are generators g. We define the space of generators G = {g1, ..., gn} hierarchically - from (image) features at
the bottom level to (human) actions at the highest, such that G = Gfeatures∪Gobjects∪Gactions (left illustration of Figure 1).
Such generators gi combine with each other through bonds βj(gi) that satisfy predefined constraints (illustration in the
center of Figure 1). The resulting configurations of connected generators σ(g1, · · · , gn) represent a semantic understanding
of the video content, an interpretation (right illustration of Figure 1). The inference goal is to generate high-probability
interpretations given a set of features. Probabilistic structures are imposed using energies that have contributions from both
data (classification scores) and prior information (ontological constraints). The probability of an interpretation σ(g1, · · · , gn)











T (βj(gi), βj′ (gi′ )), (1)
where k = βj(gi) and k
′
= βj′ (gi′ ) denote bonds of generators, Z(T ) is the partition function, T is set to 1, A(βj(gi), βj′(gi′))
determines the degree of compatibility of a bond interaction gi ↓ gi′ between any pair of generators, n denotes the number
of generators that form an interpretation and the ratio kn/n! captures the complexity of the interpretation. This probability
distribution can be seen as a grand Gibbs ensemble, Equation 1. Thus, not only do the total energies of interpretations vary
but also their size in the number of generators (therefore, connections).
Figure 1: On the left, an illustration of a generator space for human activities. In the center, an illustration showing how
generators are combined with each other using bonds and have their bond interaction energies computed. On the right, an
example of a connected structure of generators expressing a semantic video event.
The search for optimal interpretations is accomplished by minimizing the energy function E(σ) = log p(σ)Z(T ) using
an MCMC-based simulated annealing algorithm that uses simple moves to propose interpretation changes and to accept
or reject them according to the posterior energy. In contrast to graphical methods, this framework does not depend on a
pre-defined graph structure and can naturally reject clutter, i.e. objects or actions that are not related to the main activity.
Our pattern theoretic framework is evaluated using video snippets from the YouCook data set, and is shown to have a good
performance, an overall recall and precision improvement of more than 50% and 100%, respectively.
